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INTRODUCTION

2013 marked a dramatic turning point for the public saliency of virtual currencies, with Bitcoin standing at the forefront. Once the purview of cryptographer and cyber-geek, Bitcoin became front-page fodder for the New York Times\(^1\) and Wall Street Journal.\(^2\) The US Senate held an entire hearing specifically dedicated to Bitcoin;\(^3\) the IRS based a wholesale new guidance for taxing virtual currencies based on Bitcoin;\(^4\) the FBI shut down the Silk Road marketplace, seizing millions of dollars in Bitcoin in the process;\(^5\) popular Bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox went belly-up;\(^6\) and prime-time police procedurals and late night comedians made reference to the virtual currency by name.\(^7\) The international community wavered greatly on Bitcoin as well\(^8\)—in 2013 alone, the currency was outlawed in China and Russia,\(^8\) vacillated on in

---

Canada\textsuperscript{9} and India,\textsuperscript{10} embraced—at least temporarily—in Germany,\textsuperscript{11} and the four corners of the blogosphere exploded with as many opinions as authors. It is into this rapidly evolving world that US legislators and regulators now enter.

Virtual currencies are sufficiently novel that the US government faces an “uncertainty paradox” in deciding whether—and if so, how—to engage in regulation.\textsuperscript{12} As the most popular virtual currency to date, Bitcoin has acted as the driving impetus for regulation—the case of first impression. Decisions made with Bitcoin in mind will shape the fundamental nature of virtual currencies going forward, acting as a deterministic model and setting the stage for future treatments by the government.\textsuperscript{13} Just as the structure of rules affects the outcome of a game, today’s treatment of Bitcoin will shape the nature of virtual currencies and digital payments for years to come.

However, the constantly shifting landscape surrounding Bitcoin makes it a problematic point of origin for a new regulatory regime.\textsuperscript{14} Bitcoin is but one product of market demand for such currencies, with unique advantages and flaws not shared, as a core concept, by virtual currencies writ large.\textsuperscript{15} Virtual currencies are nascent in their development; any regulation beyond narrowly tailored preservation of the most compelling government interests would have outcome-

\begin{itemize}
  \item \url{http://www.mainstreet.com/article/smart-spending/technology/bitcoin-speculator-giveth-and-speculator-taketh-away.}
  \item 13. See, e.g., SHEPSE, infra note 116.
  \item 15. Bitcoin’s hypervolatility can be attributed in large part to its unique nature as a “cryptocurrency,” a trait not \textit{per se} necessary for virtual currencies at large—for further discussion, see section II(B), infra.
\end{itemize}
determinative preclusive effects on future developments in disintermediated payment mechanisms. This might effectively foreclose market investment and potentially advantageous, as-yet-unseen routes of innovation. Therefore, the US Government should limit its regulation of virtual currencies to a partially federally preempted regime, based on extant consumer fraud protection, taxation, and cyber-crime prevention laws, rather than enacting a new regulatory regime wholesale.

Part I of this note outlines the background of Bitcoin as the current paradigmatic virtual currency, explaining its origins and functionality, describing the uncertainty in international treatment to date, and sketching the relevant US legal structures already in place. Part II analyzes those regulatory options available to the Federal government, and discusses the advantages and disadvantages. Finally, Part III proposes a regulatory strategy for virtual currencies that balances government’s compelling interests with the need to allow market forces to continue to spur innovation.

I. BACKGROUND

Bitcoin is not the first decentralized virtual currency, nor is it likely to be the last. It is, however, the most successful virtual currency to date—and as such, provides the impetus to spawn new regulatory models of control. Virtual currencies, state-sponsored or otherwise, are a monetary response to technological evolution. The medium for financial transactions is inextricably tied to the state of technology. Barter systems historically gave way to standardized coinage as metallurgy advanced, which in turn yielded paper money post-advent of the printing press. Security measures evolved from milled coin edges, to watermarks on bills, to four-digit PINs. Transactions morphed from exchange of physical currency, to notes of credit, to credit cards, to online transfers mediated by banking institutions. Money has evolved lockstep with advancement in technology, changing in fundamental form and function.

The rise in popularity of virtual currencies is in part attributable to global digital convergence bringing geographically distant markets closer together than any previous point in history. The number of transactions across distal economies—each reliant on a different currency, each cross-

18. Lauren Orsini, A Year In Bitcoin: Why We’ll Still Care About The Cryptocurrency Even If It Fades, READWRITE (Dec. 30, 2013), http://readwrite.com/2013/12/30/bitcoin-may-fade-2014-prediction?awesm=-orWzVOeb6Gx84d.
currency transaction relying on different banking institutions at the point of conversion—has skyrocketed in recent years. Markets on opposite sides of the world now interact directly on a daily basis. For private and corporate consumers alike, access to the global stream of commerce is as simple as connecting to a Wi-Fi network. From this environment, virtual currencies, Bitcoin among them, have emerged.

Bitcoin, as a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency, is unique among virtual currencies in its fundamental structure. It has accordingly experienced varying reactions and regulations, the rationale for which does not stretch across all virtual currencies.

A. What is a Bitcoin?

1. Where did Bitcoin come from?

In 2008, an anonymous programmer (or programmers) operating under the alias Satoshi Nakamoto posted a paper outlining an idea for a digitally maintained currency. This paper described a process for using cryptographic algorithms to maintain scarcity, and was first shared among a listserv of like-minded cryptographers. Where fiat currencies rely on the authority of a sovereign government’s word, and commodity money derives value from a referent material, Nakamoto’s paper proposed using the “work” necessary to break cryptography as an analogue for generation-labor to maintain scarcity and prevent inflation. The paper became the basis for Bitcoin, which formally launched one year later.

Bitcoin is decentralized, existing outside any formal issuing body. No one “owns” the right to produce Bitcoins, or to limit the issuance of them. The programming language at the heart of Bitcoin’s cryptographic generation is open source and viewable by all. To paraphrase pro-Bitcoin rhetoric, it is the property of no individual or

20. Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, available at https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=http://www.bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf (last visited Mar. 30, 2014). While a great deal of hubbub occurred in 2014 after Newsweek published an article alleging to have pierced Satoshi Nakamoto’s pseudonymous veil, the questionable veracity of said allegations have led the author of this note to disregard them in the name of academic integrity.


23. Id.
24. Id.
25. Id.
body, “much like no one owns the technology behind email.”

While Bitcoins are still being created at the time of writing, there exists a twenty-one million cap on the currency. After twenty-one million Bitcoins have been created, no “new” Bitcoins will come into existence; the same twenty-one million will be infinitely circulated.

2. How does Bitcoin work?

As previously stated, Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer virtual cryptocurrency. Since it is peer-to-peer, users deal directly between one another, with no intermediary financial institution. This disintermediation is a key piece of Bitcoin’s value proposition—no sunk or marginal costs for infrastructure need be recouped, so transaction costs are kept to a minimum. On the flip side, banking institutions also provide a “safety net” that is absent in peer-to-peer digital transactions.

As a virtual currency, Bitcoin has no physical representation users can “touch” or “see”—its existence is entirely comprised of digital 0’s and 1’s. Bitcoin is fully convertible, exchangeable into other forms of currency, and is unattached to any central issuing authority. Because it is unsupported by a central issuing authority, Bitcoin’s market validity depends on consumer and provider participation, or “opt-in.”

Decentralized currencies face a classic collective action problem: unlike fiat currencies backed by the imprimatur of governments with guns, decentralized currencies only have value when parties agree on their use. In the case of virtual decentralized currencies, this collective action problem has been aided by the network effect of technological convergence lowering the transaction difficulties of mass opt-in. Virtual decentralized currencies—like Bitcoin—overcome the collective action risks to consumers by aggregating safety in numbers through digital dissemination at a rate and volume unimaginable in a pre-Internet era.

Users store Bitcoins in virtual “wallets.” These wallets are third-

26. Id.
28. Continued circulation will hypothetically be made possible following the mining of the preordained twenty-one million coins thanks to the currency’s divisibility to eight decimal places. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32. Id.
33. Id.
party “client” software,\textsuperscript{34} and are available on almost any device imaginable from a range of providers.\textsuperscript{35} Many of the more reputable wallet providers profit either by taking a small percentage of each transaction, or by exercising a flat fee per individual transaction.\textsuperscript{36} Wallets do not contain users’ personal information.\textsuperscript{37} Names, Social Security numbers, addresses, phone numbers—none of the typical indicia associated with bank accounts attaches to a Bitcoin wallet.\textsuperscript{38} This creates a high level of anonymity in payments, which occur as single direct transfers between wallets—each payment consists of an individually numbered transaction, rather than the exchange of the static wallet identifying number (as with credit cards).

Anonymity, while not a per se virtual currency functionality, has emerged as a key focus of the Bitcoin discourse. Concerns over consumer privacy play against law enforcement’s interest in crime prevention; this has spurred much of the debate—and consequent regulatory action—around Bitcoin. That is not to say that Bitcoins are completely anonymous; as part of the basic operation of the currency, all transactions are stored publically and permanently on the Bitcoin network.\textsuperscript{39} However, these logs contain only the “addresses” of individualized transactions.\textsuperscript{40} Unless the wallet number (much less user identity) behind the transaction address is known through an alternate fashion, an individual transaction address is of limited use.\textsuperscript{31}

3. How can Bitcoins be acquired?

Bitcoins can be acquired in one of two ways. First, users can produce the currency through a process called “mining.” Second, Bitcoins may also be purchased from third-party providers through exchange websites.

Mining is the process of setting a computer, or often a series of networked computers, to perform an incredibly difficult cryptographic

\textsuperscript{34} See COINBASE, https://coinbase.com (last visited Sept. 6, 2014).
\textsuperscript{37} Kyle, supra note 11.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} Id.
\textsuperscript{41} Blockchaining, while a critical aspect of the Bitcoin discussion, is a complex enough topic that sufficient treatment is better suited to a separate paper entirely.
puzzle, which “earns” Bitcoins. The difficulty of the task and the “work” involved are intended to maintain scarcity analogous to traditional currencies, in order to prevent hyperinflation. One commentator analogized the process to having a computer solve a Rubik’s cube possessing sides for every color hex code imaginable. While ostensibly a practice anyone in possession of a laptop might engage in, mining Bitcoin requires computing power on an order of magnitude beyond the reach of most average citizens.

The speculation on potential for profit has led a gold rush-esque fleet of prospecting entrepreneurs to create entire computing networks with unique architecture, dedicated solely to the mining of Bitcoin.

Bitcoins may also be purchased through websites called “exchanges.” Exchanges allow users to convert other currencies into Bitcoins, and vice-versa, through both peer-to-peer interactions facilitated by the exchange, and in some instances with the exchange itself. As Mt. Gox, once the most notable exchange, was frequently cited in newspapers and scholarly articles alike as the primary source for Bitcoin’s value relative to the dollar—before declaring bankruptcy, with its operators facing criminal charges for theft.

4. What can Bitcoin be used for?

Similar to the dollar or Euro, Bitcoin can be used to purchase consumer products, goods, and services. In 2012 an estimated 1,000 different vendors, all primarily online, accepted Bitcoins as payment at year’s beginning; by the end of the year, that number had decoupled to over 10,000, half located in North America. Popular websites like the dating service OkCupid, the craft store Etsy, and forum-cum-newsplatform Reddit, began accepting Bitcoins as payment for their services

42. FBI, supra note 29.
46. Id.
in 2013. Dell\textsuperscript{52} and DISH\textsuperscript{53} became two of the largest corporations to accept the virtual currency in 2014. PayPal, following the announcement of its spin-off from eBay, indicated in 2014 that it will start to accept Bitcoin, either through its own services,\textsuperscript{54} or through protected payments via designated third parties.\textsuperscript{55} This would open services like AirBnb and Uber to Bitcoin payments.\textsuperscript{56} 2014 also saw the number of daily Bitcoin-based transactions pass the 100,000 mark for the first time.\textsuperscript{57}

Bitcoin has similarly seen a dramatic increase in its physical-world applications, if at times over-exaggerated by its faithful choirs of supporters. College students living at two university-endorsed housing units at Brigham Young University-Idaho are now able to pay for rent and other services in Bitcoin.\textsuperscript{58} In Canada, the first Bitcoin ATM—installed in a coffee shop in Vancouver to allow for easy currency exchange—saw over $9,500 US in transactions on its first day, and over $27,000 US on its second.\textsuperscript{59} One popular Bitcoin wallet provider, Coinbase, launched a mobile phone payment app in 2014 allowing retailers to accept Bitcoin in-store, beating Apple’s “Apple Pay” to the punch, both for announcement and for rollout, of “mobile app” digital banking.\textsuperscript{60}

2013 also marked a significant spike in venture capital investments in Bitcoin. Most visible as representatives of the Bitcoin cause célèbre


\textsuperscript{55} Andrea Felsted, \textit{EBay to expand the range of digital currencies it accepts}, \textit{FINANCIAL TIMES} (Nov. 3, 2013, 1:43 PM), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/f374ed54-4328-11e3-8350-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2je1i9byJ.


are the Winkelvoss twins, best known for their involvement in the early phases of Facebook, Inc. In July of 2013, the Winklevosses filed an initial public offering to create a twenty million dollar Bitcoin Trust, which would allow investors to “track the performance” of Bitcoin, effectively treating the Bitcoin market like “exchange-traded funds, listing on a stock exchange.” However, other venture capital-funded startups beat the Winklevosses to the punch in execution—demonstrating the increased public saliency of the virtual currency.

5. Other emergent virtual currencies

Following on the heels of Bitcoin’s success, an explosion of similar virtual currencies occurred. Among these was a series of sixty-some “altcoins” or “Litecoins,” cryptocurrencies derived from Bitcoin’s open-source code. While at year’s end 2013, Bitcoin circulation had reached an estimated value of just over nine billion dollars, the altcoin community had already reached a circulation level resulting in an estimated four billion dollar value in less than a year’s time. One of the specific altcoins, Dogecoin, was even used in funding the 2014 Jamaican Bobsled Team’s attendance of the Sochi Winter Olympics, as well as a NASCAR team.

B. International treatment of Bitcoin

One of the primary values of decentralized virtual currencies is their ability to transcend geographic borders, lowering transaction costs between parties operating across economies. Categorizing international regulation of virtual currencies in response to Bitcoin is best divided into three responses: embracing virtual currencies, outlawing virtual currencies, and either flip-flopping or dodging the question altogether.

63. Benoit & Johnson, supra note 61.
64. Urquhart, supra note 62.
That the final category is by far the most predominant demonstrates how high the degree of uncertainty regarding virtual currency regulation is—and the potential value of stabilizing consistency moving forward.68

1. Embracing virtual currencies: Germany

On the international stage, Germany stands at the forefront of countries allowing virtual currencies within their borders. The German Finance Ministry classified Bitcoin as a “unit of account,” which allows it to be used for taxation and trade.69 By classifying the Bitcoin as “private money,” Germany has stated it seeks to create a regime where “commercial profits that stem” from the currency’s use are taxable, framing it as a virtual alternative to the Euro, a “[competitor] in the production of money” that transcends borders.70

2. Strict forbiddance: China and Russia

On the international stage, allowance of Bitcoin payment by Baidu, “China’s Google,” was initially seen as a positive indicium by those endorsing the use of virtual currencies.71 China has in the past been restrictive of virtual currencies, forbidding the use of “gold farmed” assets in online games to be converted for the purchase of any real-world goods.72 Baidu, by allowing purchasers of its security service Jiasule to pay in Bitcoins, was seen as lending an air of legitimacy.

However, the Chinese government—along with the Russian73—has since outlawed the use of Bitcoins within their borders.74 Both did so with a de facto regime forbidding trade of Bitcoins by the country’s

70. Id.
banks altogether. At least one section of the academic economics community described this treatment as an effort to prevent Bitcoin from further damaging the already-weak yuan and ruble.

3. Vacillation and uncertainty: Canada, India, and the European Union

India, Canada, and the EU serve as tangible proof of the international uncertainty towards virtual currencies, whether through flip-flopping in their treatment of Bitcoin, or staying silent on the matter altogether.

India initially issued a “warning” to consumers against the use of Bitcoin, and outlawed all exchanges operating in the country, creating a de jure regime that made Bitcoins functionally useless within the India’s borders. However, the country has since allowed the currency to return in what has been described as a “cautious” resumption.

Canada, on the other hand, initially set up a regime for taxation of virtual currencies, without setting any bounds on value or conversion costs. Not only was Canada the site of the world’s first Bitcoin ATM, but the Canadian government was even inspired by Bitcoin to attempt to create a virtual national currency of their own, in Mintchip—which it later shut down. In January 2014, however, Canadian officials declared that the currency was not “legal tender.” While this has no functional effect on Bitcoin’s use in the country, as it does not outlaw conversion, it represents an about-face in terms of public framing by the Canadian government, at the very least.

The European Union, meanwhile, embodies on a supranational level the costs and uncertainties that emerge when governing entities remain silent on virtual currencies. Without delving too deeply into the EU’s
complex legislative process—which would leave the eponymous Bill from Schoolhouse Rock’s “I’m Just a Bill” in need of an aspirin—the relevant legal bodies have remained silent on how the EU’s Directive on value-added tax (VAT) applies to virtual currencies. This has generated both inconsistency and uncertainty in virtual currency regulation in member states across the continent. The United Kingdom has exempted Bitcoin from VAT, Estonia exercises a 20% tax on Bitcoin transactions and a 10% tax on profits from Bitcoin resale, and Poland levies a 23% tax specifically on mining profit. Users seeking to comply with relevant tax laws while engaging in cross-country transactions using virtual currencies are forced down a Lewis Carroll-esque rabbit hole trying to make sense of the patchwork regime that has sprung up.

C. How has the US previously treated decentralized currencies?

1. The Constitution and Code Laws of the United States

The United States’ black letter law appears to permit the creation and use of decentralized currency. Given the historical precedent for local decentralized currencies, virtual currencies such as Bitcoin will likely be permitted to circulate freely on a federal level, barring new Congressional forbiddance.

The Constitution grants Congress the authority to “Coin” money, but does not expressly forbid the use private currencies. Specifically, Article I, § 8 of the Constitution grants Congress exclusive enumerated power to “coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures.” This prohibition operates on an essentially Federalist set of rationales—by granting power

87. Id.
91. Id.
to the Federal government to create “Coin,” the States are preempted and prevented from issuing their own official currencies.  

However, the Constitution does not make the issuance of currency a zero-sum game, as history has borne out. The effect of Article I, §8 is to preclude states in their roles as governments from issuing currencies, not to prevent non-government entities from doing so. That is, personal currencies—private currencies—are not Constitutionally forbidden. Otherwise, the passing of the Stamp Payments Act in 1862 by Congress would have been largely an exercise in redundancy.  

That is not to say citizens may simply issue private money as they see fit. Private persons are forbidden from trying to duplicate or imitate US currencies. However, given Bitcoin’s explicitly variant symbology and naming, it is virtually impossible to imagine it, or any other virtual currency, being legitimately confused for US currency. Since only “US coins and currency” constitute legal tender for “debts, public taxes, and dues,” businesses are not required to accept non-Federal currencies; opt-in is necessary. No law forbids such opt-in, however.  

Ultimately, barring explicit Congressional forbearance, virtual currencies such as Bitcoin are Constitutionally permissible, as the law now stands.

2. The Stamp Payments Act of 1862

A subsection of scholarly articles discussing regulation of virtual currencies make repeated reference to the Stamp Payments Act of 1862, which was passed in response to the devaluation of metal coinage in relation to its component make-up post-Civil War. In part, the Act expressly forbids making any “note, check, memorandum, token, or other obligation for a less sum than $1" meant to be used as money or “received . . . in lieu of lawful money of the United States.” Each

---

93. Id. at 182-83.
94. Id.
97. Id.
101. Grinberg, supra note 92, at 183.
102. 18 U.S.C. § 336 (1994) (Formerly § 293) (“Whoever makes, issues, circulates, or pays out any note, check, memorandum, token, or other obligation for a less sum than $1,
Bitcoin is divisible to eight decimal points in online transactions, and can be used for payments of "a less sum than $1."103

While the prudence of applying the Act to virtual currencies will be addressed later in this Note, it is worth noting here that the Stamp Payments Act was passed prior to the Legal Tender Acts and Cases (which allowed the Federal Government to print paper money).104 In fact, it reaches even further back and predates the Supreme Court's decision in *Hepburn v. Griswold*, which held that *paper currency was unconstitutional*.105 And in spite of the Stamp Payments Act, there is a long-standing tradition in the United States—still in practice—of localized currencies.106

3. FinCEN guidance

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, or FinCEN, is in part the branch of the Treasury Department responsible for enforcement of money-transmitter laws and regulations.

In 2011, FinCEN issued a Guidance entitled “Application of FinCEN's Regulations to persons Administering, Exchanging, or Using Virtual Currencies.”107 Bitcoin represented a novel issue for FinCEN; its previous regulations defined a “currency” as “the coin and paper money of the United States or of any other country that [i] is designated as legal tender and that [ii] circulates and [iii] is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the country of issuance.”108 By their own admission, decentralized virtual currencies such as Bitcoin have no legal tender status in any jurisdiction, because virtual currencies are not tied to any jurisdiction.109

intended to circulate as money or to be received or issued in lieu of lawful money of the United States, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.").


107. DEPT. OF TREASURY FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK, APPLICATION OF FINCEN'S REGULATIONS TO PERSONS ADMINISTERING, EXCHANGING, OR USING VIRTUAL CURRENCIES, http://fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/pdf/FIN-2013-G001.pdf (last visited Mar. 30, 2013); FinCEN's regulations define "person" as "an individual, a corporation, a partnership, a trust or estate, a joint stock company, an association, a syndicate, joint venture, or other unincorporated organization or group, an Indian Tribe (as that term is defined in the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (25 U.S.C. §2703(5) (1992)), and all entities cognizable as legal personalities." 31 CFR § 1010.100(mm).

108. 31 C.F.R. § 1010.100(m) (2014).

109. DEPT. OF TREASURY FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK, supra note 107.
FinCEN has classified the users, exchangers, and administrators of Bitcoin as falling under their “money services businesses” (MSB) authority. Bitcoins derive their utility from being fully convertible to other forms of currency; this classification allows FinCEN to exercise its authority and control Bitcoins at the point of conversion. Bitcoin-to-Bitcoin transactions are outside of FinCEN’s reach, but the utility of Bitcoin is in great part its convertibility. When a user converts their Bitcoins back into dollars, FinCEN may require registration.

FinCEN has most recently indicated that Bitcoin miners might not have to register themselves.

4. Bitcoin and Taxation

A prevalent issue with the regulation of virtual currencies is taxation. Under the Taxing and Spending Clause of Article I, Congress has “Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises.”

While taxation of virtual currencies falls within this broad grant of authority, specific implementation in the US has proven somewhat problematic.

After lengthy speculation from industry and outsiders alike (and more than a few drafts of this paper), the IRS stated in a guidance issued in March 2014 that all convertible virtual currencies are classified as “property” for the purposes of federal taxation (as opposed to a functional or non-functional currency). Similar to the German classification of Bitcoin as a “unit of account,” the IRS’s “property” designator potentially exposes Bitcoin users to year-end capital gains taxes. How classifying virtual currencies as property meshes with prosecuting Bitcoin-related crimes under money laundering schemes remains yet to be seen; at the time of writing, at least one U.S. District Judge has placed the two in tension by saying Bitcoin “clearly qualifies as ‘money’ or ‘funds.’”

5. Treatment of local (non-federal) currencies in the US

In spite of the Stamp Payments Act of 1862, many non-federal currencies are in circulation in the US, and have been for years. Famous examples include the BerkShare in Massachusetts (formed in

114. Ellis, supra note 103.
2006), Philadelphia’s Equal Dollar (1996), Ithaca, New York’s eponymous Ithaca Hours (1991), Bay Bucks in Traverse City, Michigan (2006), and the Cascadia Hour Exchange in Portland, Oregon (1993)—the list can, and does, go on.115 In Colorado alone, Carbondale, Durango, Paonia, Fort Collins, Greeley, Loveland, and most recently, Butte, have all issued local currencies without drawing the ire of the Federal government.116

While none of these currencies has gone on to replace or devalue the dollar, the longevity and continued functionality of each points to the important economic role they play. Just as the BerkShare legally functions for the Berkshires, so Bitcoin has a chance to function for the Internet.

II. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF REGULATION

While decentralized virtual currencies such as Bitcoin do not rely on government support for legitimacy in the way fiat currencies do, government treatment of Bitcoin will determine whether or not virtual currencies will continue to circulate in the United States.

A. Difficulty of timing, and the long-term impact of regulation

Regulators of novel technologies face twin, diametrically-opposed temporal hurdles. In terms of timing, early-stage regulation of technological advancement runs the risk of acting on insufficient empirical data, and therefore causing greater harm than good.117 Later-stage regulation, meanwhile, risks allowing advancements to achieve significant enough success to effectively create marketplace inertia, putting them beyond the reach of regulatory power.

Regulatory structures, the laws giving form and shape to the otherwise ethereal structure of a given market, are determinative of outcome possibilities.118 Just as bargaining exists in the shadow of litigation, innovation exists in the shadow of the market forces. Legal structures determine the shape of markets, and are therefore outcome determinative of innovation possibility sets.119

Today’s regulation of Bitcoin will not only determine what happens to Bitcoin itself, but will also define the marketplace for decentralized

115. Id.
119. ALDRICH, supra note 118, at ch. 1; SHEPSLE, supra note 118, at ch. 12-13.
and virtual currencies, along with digital disintermediated payments, for years to come. Just as differences in legal landscapes affected the eventual emergence of Silicon Valley as a dominant center of technological innovation over Route 128, so too will the legal control over virtual economies in the US affect the nation’s position relative to those countries which have already either allowed for Bitcoin’s use and left it to develop, or outlawed it. 120 Locality-specific legal infrastructures “prominently influences the dynamics” of local markets—in this case, the US market for virtual currencies.121

A concrete example of Bitcoin-inspired regulatory actions expanding to touch other virtual currencies occurred in May 2013, with FinCEN’s aforementioned guidance.122 While clearly prompted in response to growing concern regarding the Bitcoin, the guidance explicitly covers all virtual currencies, including, but not limited to, the previously discussed, recent explosion of Litecoins. The title refers to “Persons Administering, Exchanging, or Using Virtual Currencies” at large, rather than Bitcoin by name.123 The guidance is not even limited to mined cryptocurrencies as a subset, as FinCEN explains:

How a person engages in “obtaining” a virtual currency may be described using any number of other terms, such as “earning,” “harvesting,” “mining,” “creating,” “auto-generating,” “manufacturing,” or “purchasing,” depending on the details of the specific virtual currency model involved. For purposes of this guidance, the label applied to a particular process of obtaining a virtual currency is not material . . . 124

While other examples of regulation expanding beyond Bitcoin to touch other virtual currencies may be less facially obvious, the effect is ultimately the same: regulation aimed at this year’s popular cryptocurrency will affect the very shape of tomorrow’s virtual economy.

B. Advantages to creating a new regime of regulation based on Bitcoin

Because of its cryptographically derived generation, Bitcoin’s value is uniquely susceptible to speculation, even among virtual currencies.

121. Id.; see, e.g., SHEPSLE, supra note 118 (standing for the principle that legal/regulatory rules and structures are determinative of outcome-possibilities).
122. DEPT. OF TREASURY FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK, supra note 107.
123. DEPT. OF TREASURY FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK, supra note 107.
124. Id.
This has resulted in spikes and drops in value that could have disastrous results for relatively innocent, unsophisticated users as the currency’s popularity grows. Consequently, Bitcoin is classified as “hypervolatile.” Compared to other currencies, there exists only a relatively small absolute value in Bitcoins flowing through the global stream of commerce – the total number of Bitcoins in existence may be measured in millions and billions of dollars, rather than in trillions. Thus, relatively small events—such as trades, or temporary changes in business flow—can significantly affect the currency’s value.

The hypervolatility of Bitcoin’s value does not begin and end with users potentially losing money at the point of conversion, however. At least once in the past, the Chinese government intervened and outlawed virtual currencies to prevent the devaluation of their own real-world currency. Specifically, conversion of the yuan into “QQ coins” (a videogame and telephony-based virtual currency), was forbidden by the People’s Bank of China. Similar rationale has been used by India in their “warning” against use of the Bitcoin (which initially had the functional effect of a de jure forbiddance), as well as their previous outlawing of Bitcoin exchanges in the country. Regulation of Bitcoin by the US government might prevent such a devaluing effect from occurring with the country’s own dollar.

The possibility that the Bitcoin and other virtual currencies might be used for illicit purposes also offers rationale for Federal regulation, if not outright disallowance. As mentioned above, Bitcoin is both (a) largely anonymous, and (b) often used in online transactions. The difficulties of tracking such anonymous online transactions could render state levies of sales taxes for Bitcoin transactions unfeasible—and the criminal potential for Bitcoin does not stop at dodging taxes. In October 2013, US law enforcement shut down Silk Road, an anonymous “dark web” market for illicit goods, referred to variously as a “drug bazaar,” a “black market for narcotics,” and a “secretive Internet marketplace for
Most striking about the shutdown was not that it occurred, but the sheer magnitude of the information gap between the FBI’s speculations and reality. Between 2011-2013 the FBI estimated $22 million worth of sales had taken place; the real number was over $1.6 billion. Bitcoin, while far from the only currency used on Silk Road, clearly played a prominent role.

C. Disadvantages to basing virtual currency regulation on Bitcoin

The regulatory state works optimally when controlling iterative improvement; pre-existent schema allow for effective control when technologies are “more of the same,” only better, faster, stronger, smaller, or any number of advantageous but indistinct adjectives.

Novel technologies—Schumpeterian disruptive innovations—shatter regulatory frameworks, failing to “fall within the scope of existing legislation or other regulatory instruments.” Therefore, through appropriation of old paradigms and new legislative authorizations alike, novel shifts in technology create new models of control, which extend to apply to successive iterations.

Prior to the advent of virtual currencies, all online transaction required the inefficiency of a third-party intermediary of one variety or another—or often, several. Digital currencies impose a fewer number of transaction costs than any other medium. While peer-to-peer payment methods rely more on a “trust” and reputational constraints, disintermediation—removing the middle men—lowers the cost of overhead. In the words of Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke to the US Senate, the “long-term promise” of virtual currencies is to allow “innovations to promote a faster, more secure, and more efficient payment system.”
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forward is perhaps best demonstrated by the springing up of some sixty-seven new virtual currencies following India’s de jure shutdown of its Bitcoin exchanges. While many of these are simply Bitcoins dressed in a new skin, their very existence serves to demonstrate market demand for virtual currencies—market demand that regulation or price-setting would impede. The entrant of a dominant market force such as Apple into the mobile payment market signals just how

As the first “successful” currency to exist in a purely decentralized digital state, Bitcoin does not fall into any previous category of regulation. It is novel and mold-breaking, not an iterative step forward following previous forms of currency. Therefore, regulatory treatment of Bitcoin, as effectively a “case of first impression,” will touch not only Bitcoin itself, but on all future analogous virtual economies yet to come. The risks of overly-delayed regulation are tangible; the regulator ends up trying to shift an already-entrenched phenomenon, whose technological developments have “[acquired] momentum as they grow larger and more complex.” The possibility of regulators being unable to counter this momentum seems to suggest that governing bodies should strike as quickly as they can manage, and exercise control from the outset.

Yet, advocacy for such preemptive action runs aground when faced with the reality technology in its infant stages is vastly unpredictable. Any given field’s brightest minds often fail to predict the direction and scope of a given technology’s development. In the past century alone, co-founder of Digital Equipment Corps Ken Olsen once so utterly failed to foresee the future that in 1977 he claimed that there is “no reason for any individual to have a computer in his home.” When innovators and inventors themselves fail to accurately predict their own product’s future, it is unfair and unrealistic to expect legislators and regulators to do so successfully. Regulation of Bitcoin—and therefore, of virtual currencies moving forward—at this time would be functionally similar to regulation of computer uses in 1977. As a nascent technology, far too little is known for effective regulation to take place.

As to the crime-prevention argument, it is beyond debate that every
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nation-state preserves the right to prohibit certain activities within its borders. To allow a currency to act as a functional loophole because of an entirely digital existence, placing these activities outside the law’s reach would be patently illogical.

However, to forbid or over-regulate virtual currencies based on Bitcoin because of its potential use for illegitimate activity would be similarly illogical. Foreign currency may be used for money laundering, or drug purchasing, or murder-for-hire, yet the US does not outlaw the Euro, or the Loony, or the Pound. The United States’ own dollar may be used to purchase any number of illicit services, yet it is not held to be the root or cause of these activities. In the digital medium, encrypted e-mail servers are not held liable for their role as potential carriers of illicit communiqué; makers of envelopes are not held liable for allowing a letter to be sealed against tampering, protecting potentially criminal letters within; Bitcoin is not itself criminal merely because of its pseudonymous potential. While one of a government’s most fundamental compelling interests is the prevention of illegal activity, currency as an instrumentality is tertiary to criminal purpose; currency acts as utility, not cause.

III. REGULATION OF VIRTUAL CURRENCIES SHOULD OCCUR AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL THROUGH ALREADY-EXISTENT LAWS, IN A REGIME OF CRIME PREVENTION, TAXATION, AND CONSUMER FRAUD PROTECTION

Instead of building a new regime for virtual currencies based off of Bitcoin—or even worse, leaving virtual currency regulation in the fifty dissimilar hands of each state’s legislature—the US government should use extant laws in an optimal fashion to engage in cyber-crime prevention, taxation, and consumer fraud protection. All three of these elements are possible under current state and federal regimes. As Judge Easterbrook articulated in 1996, building new legal structures in response to discrete subject matters—what he called area-specific “Law of the Horse” regulations—inevitably leads to outdated laws, as technology outpaces its would-be governors.\footnote{147} Sound foundational legal principles—predictable and tested—represent the best solution.\footnote{148}

In the case of virtual currencies, extant state and federal laws will only require minimal aid to function as long-term to government’s compelling interests. A key to Bitcoin specifically will be FinCEN’s extant requirement for Bitcoin converters to register as money service

\footnote{148} \textit{Id.}
businesses. When FinCEN’s requirement for Bitcoin user registration and the permanent public log of all Bitcoin transactions already maintained are viewed synergistically, no other new statutory regime is required to prevent crime, allow for taxation, and protect consumers from fraud.

A. The proposed regime

First, federal preemption preventing states from individually outlawing virtual currencies is necessary to prevent a patchwork, piecemeal tangle of state-specific regulations from emerging. In the first half of 2014 alone, traveling from the West Coast to the East, California passed a bill legalizing virtual currencies, Illinois debated a bill saying virtual currencies did not have “legal tender” status within the state’s borders, and the New York Department of Financial Services ducked promulgating a rule on virtual currencies by extending the comment period in its relevant proceeding. While state autonomy over state taxation remains as critical an exercise as ever, federal action on baseline virtual currency legality would shield the market from the uncertainty of inconsistent regulation. Otherwise, virtual currencies risk facing the same well-documented dilemma as automated cars, where the necessity of adherence with disparate local legislation impedes the implementation of advantageous technology. Given the Internet’s unmistakable crossing of state boundaries, federal preemption under the Interstate Commerce Clause to prevent state-specific wholesale outlawing of virtual currencies is feasible, and likely necessary.

Second, law enforcement has already demonstrated its successful
capacity to prevent virtual currency-related crime. The Silk Road shutdown by the FBI demonstrates a model for successful prevention of cybercrime reliant on virtual currencies as its medium. The FBI put an end to a massive criminal undertaking, whose participants in part used Bitcoin, without any new law or grant of authority. On a smaller scale, state authorities in Florida met with similar success targeting a trio of money launderers using Bitcoin as part of their criminal enterprise. Using the state’s anti-money laundering laws, Florida officials became the first non-federal entity to prosecute crimes involving Bitcoin under a local regime. This serves as an ideal example of how local laws can coexist with a primarily federal regime. Again, extant laws were sufficient to prevent the criminal activity in question. That is not to say that the above examples are wholly dispositive; the unprovable negative, the specter of the unknown, may always be invoked when discussing crime prevention. Such arguments, amount to fear mongering; inability to disprove is not itself proof. The growing number of positive examples where existent laws are used to prevent Bitcoin-based crime demonstrate why the creation of a wholesale specialized regime is unnecessary.

Third, the IRS should use models already in place for barter systems and foreign currencies to cover virtual currency transactions and income, rather than use Bitcoin to justify a new regime where virtual currencies are taxed as property. It is without question that the IRS has the legal authority to tax virtual currency transactions. The agency has the long-standing power to impose taxes on income from not just bartered transactions, but from transactions using foreign currencies, and income from online transactions. While Bitcoin can be analogized to any of these three categories, the current IRS Virtual Currency Guidance errs in treating virtual currencies as “property” for federal tax purposes by creating higher transaction costs and raising uncertainty as to capital gains taxes. As one commentator points out, “[t]he IRS already gets a piece where you swap one product or service for another”—even
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currency-free transactions are already taxable. Transactions using virtual currencies are no further attenuated from the dollar than transactions using the barter system are, especially given the broad scope of potential applications of the Taxing and Spending Clause established post-US v. Butler. Using end-of-year conversion tables to determine income in US dollars is a simple and more elegant solution to the problem of Bitcoin’s hypervolatility, without stifling all virtual currencies by increasing transaction costs through greater reporting duties pursuant to property classification for each exchange. Again, no expansion or alteration of statutory law is necessary. Honest reporting of purchases and income using virtual currencies will be aided by the same factors in the regime that also allow the government to protect its compelling interest in crime prevention.

Finally, 31 U.S.C. §5103 already protects consumers from being forced to use Bitcoin or any other form of currency not issued by the US government. The SEC has demonstrated its ability to protect innocent parties from Bitcoin-related fraudsters, as well. Therefore, the hypervolatility of the Bitcoin becomes a matter of caveat emptor – when users opt in to the virtual currency, they do so as a matter of their own risk and reward.

B. Advantages of the proposed regime

Limited government treatment of virtual currencies synergistically preserves government interests while also aiding perceptions of legitimacy for the currency itself. Following the shutdown of Silk Road by the FBI, the Bitcoin almost immediately rose in value. Similarly, recent actions by the SEC in shutting down a Bitcoin-based Ponzi scheme also demonstrate this synergistic effect. In the latter instance, the fraudster in question had “promised investors up to 7 percent weekly interest,” while in reality operating “a sham and a Ponzi scheme in which [he] used Bitcoin from new investors to make purported interest payments and cover investor withdrawals on outstanding . . . investments.” By protecting investors in Bitcoin market, a functional
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side effect of the actions was to impart legitimacy. Bitcoin was, in effect, held to the same enforcement standards as the US’s own dollar. The logical inference is that use of Bitcoins in investment portfolios is a legitimate strategy by consumers; by preventing abuse of investors, the SEC creates an environment where participation is encouraged. The SEC’s own press release referenced a Texas man being charged with “Running a Bitcoin-Denominated Ponzi Scheme.” This creates the inference that the SEC does object to Bitcoin as a per se issue. Rather, in line with the regulatory scheme here proposed, the criminal act using Bitcoin as a medium was the problem. The government prevents crime, consumers are protected, and the market flourishes.

The proposed regulatory regime would also preclude the need for the US government to invoke the Stamp Payment Act. While legally feasible, invoking the Act would be a severe misapplication of an outdated law. Just as our country has fewer horses and bayonets than at the time of the Stamp Payments Act’s passage, so too has the global marketplace changed post-advent of nationwide electricity—along with little things like telephones, computers, and the Internet. By way of analogy, the Stamp Payments Act of 1862 was passed roughly contemporaneously to the existence of the Pony Express (1860-1861). Imagine for a moment that a federal regulatory regime controlling mail designed to fit the Pony Express was applied to today’s world of overnight air shipping and would-be drone delivery. No one could have predicted that the federal regulation of mail and the creation of the Postmaster General in 1775 would lead directly to the modern Route 1, stretching from Maine to Florida. Applications of the Stamp Payments Act, over 150 years after its passage, would have similarly unpredictable effects.

C. Disadvantages of the proposed regime

The primary disadvantage to the proposed regime is the difficulty of
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exercising sales taxes over Bitcoin transactions by states. This would be heavily mitigated by FinCEN’s registration requirements for any user of the Bitcoin who converts the currency. When coupled with the permanent public log of all Bitcoin transactions already maintained, Bitcoin transactions will not be significantly more difficult in taxation on the state level than online purchases.177

Another disadvantage to the proposed minimal regulatory regime is the higher burden it will place upon agencies combatting cyber-crime, as compared to simply outlawing virtual currencies. As mentioned above, US law enforcement has already demonstrated an admirable capacity for preventing Bitcoin-related crimes from occurring; the regulatory scheme proposed would avoid binding law enforcement’s hands, while simultaneously avoiding overly restricting the marketplace.

As for the argument that the Bitcoin’s hypervolatility might in some way serve to devalue the dollar, the US is already partially insulated by the fact that only the dollar constitutes legal tender.178 In China, citizens are forbidden from taking more than $50,000 out of the country in any given year; Bitcoin offered a method to circumvent this draconian law.179 Barring the sudden and unexpected advent of Communism in the national government, such “capital flight” is not a concern facing the US.180 Nor does the US face the same currency-destabilization difficulties as India, where the rupee’s poor performance has led to a widespread gold smuggling industry.181 Even ignoring the rationale of the two most visible countries to continue to outlaw Bitcoin at the time of writing, the US has in the past fallen on a different side of the economic ideological spectrum than China and Russia. Imitating the action of those two, rather than the likes of Germany and the EU, would constitute a dramatic about-face for a country that has to date prided itself on marketplace freedom.

A dispositive example of the costs of virtual economy regulation occurred in 2009, when the Chinese government outlawed the practice known as “gold farming.”182 Gold farmers generate in-world currency in popular online games, and then sell said virtual currency to other players
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for real-world currencies. The Chinese government, fearing this early example of a convertible virtual currency, declared converting currencies from online games to yuan illegal. In spite of massive government expenditures in an effort to enforce the ban, the practice remains prevalent in China to this day. By driving the nascent virtual currency underground, the Chinese government went from having a potential net gain in revenue (courtesy of taxes on gold farmers’ transactions), to a net loss (from enforcement expenditures in a failed effort to curtail the practice). At the time the ban was declared, the gold farming industry generated between $200 million and $1 billion dollars in annual revenue—a fraction of Bitcoin’s current value. If attempting to curtail a practice as comparably small as gold farming has been so costly the Chinese government, a similar attempt by the US to outlaw the more-prevalent Bitcoin (or other subsequent virtual currencies) would be economically inefficient.

CONCLUSION

Regardless of whether or not Bitcoin survives, the increasing trend towards globalization will continue to create market demands for virtual currencies, both for privacy and disintermediation reasons. Where market demands exist and are unfulfilled, those who rise to satisfy the wants of that void will profit—and the knowledge of this will drive participants to try and satisfy any requirement set before them. Today’s regulation of Bitcoin will affect not only Bitcoin itself, but extend to touch tomorrow’s digital payment innovations. Whether Bitcoin is Paul Krugman’s “evil,” Alan Greenspan’s “bubble,” Bank of America’s evolutionary PayPal, or something entirely different, the width and variety of intellectually honest and academically rigorous opinions points to an absolute lack of predictability surrounding virtual currencies. Therefore, because of the inherent uncertainty in regulating novel technological advancements, and the risks of using the law to functionally foreclose
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potentially economically advantageous routes of progress, the US Government should limit regulatory control over virtual currencies to a federally preempted minimal regime of consumer fraud protection, taxation, and cyber-crime prevention, and avoid creating an entirely new regime based on Bitcoin.